
UnderCover® manufactures truck bed covers for every truck owner. UnderCover's patented 
design and a proprietary blend of plastic and polymers give our pick-up covers unparalleled 
strength and durability. The UnderCover Flex is a hard folding truck bed cover that gives you the 
ultimate control of your truck bed, offering three secure riding positions. Every product offered 
in the UnderCover brand is built with pride in Rogersville, MO.

Undercover FLEX

TONNEAU COVERS
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Extang® manufactures truck bed covers and truck accessories designed to enhance the 
utility and convenience of trucks.  The Trifecta 2.0 is the latest release in our soft folding 
covers lineup, offering a host of new features while remaining easy to install and use. 
The Solid Fold 2.0, hard folding truck bed cover, provides ultimate weather protection 
while remaining easy to install and use. Every product offered in the Extang brand is built 
with pride in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

TruXedo® truck bed covers combine and emphasize style, quality, durability, and functionality. 
TruXport is an attractive roll-up truck bed cover that includes top quality features and benefits 
with a price that won't break the bank. The TruXedo Lo Pro QT Tonneau Cover mounts on the 
inside of the bed for a sleek appearance on any truck .Every product offered in the TruXedo 
brand is built with pride in Yankton, SD 

Trifecta 2

Solid Fold 2

TruXport

Retrax® offers premium retractable truck bed covers with a patented low-profile design, com-
pact canister, and easy-glide technology. The RetraxONE MX cover is made from one piece of 
material that is engineered to retract without joints or hinges. The RetraxPRO MX retractable 
truck bed cover is made with industrial strength aluminum slats for maximum durability against 
the elements. Every product offered in the Retrax brand is built with pride in Grand Forks, ND.

Retrax One MX

Retrax Pro MX

LoPro QT



TONNEAU COVERS  /  BED LINERS / WHEEL WELL LINERS

BedRug is the most unique and innovative truck bed liner on the market – our liners are 
rugged enough to stand up to any punishment you put it through, but gentle enough to 
protect your most precious cargo. BedRug offers well-fitted truck bed liners and Jeep®  
liners that are versatile, protective and easy to install.

Rugged Liner truck bedliners 
have been quality tested  
against the competition to  
prove that our liners are the 
thickest in the industry with  
a superior skid-resistant floor. 
Our Made in the USA patented 
Rugged Liner bedliners provide 
your truck with tough, affordable  
protection. Rugged Liner  
bedliners provide front rail  
and tailgate protection. 

• Protects against damage from 
    rocks, dirt, salt, road debris 
    and weather elements. 
• Enhances your truck’s 
    appearance by providing a 
    more finished look. 
• Quick and easy installation. 
• Under & Over Rail Options 
• Made in the USA. 

Protects against damage from rocks, dirt, 
salt, road debris and weather elements. 

Easy installation. • Made in USA

Protective Liner for Pickup Truck Beds & Tailgates 
TechLiner is secured to the truck  
bed with the use of a hook and loop 
system that allow for an effortless  
fit and the ability to remove the  
liner if necessary. Additional tailgate 
piece available. 
• Easiest to install pick-up bed  
   protection - PERIOD! 
• Fits to the exact contours of  
   application 
• No messy sprays or drilling 
   required 
• 100% recyclable, odorless material 

TRUCK BED LINERS

WHEEL WELL LINERS

TechLiner®
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LOMAX® Folding Hard Covers enhance the look of your pickup with a low profile design 
while maximizing protection. Strong aluminum panels with durable, watertight hinges are 
available in multiple finishes to perfectly complement your truck and OEM bed caps. 
Extruded aluminum channels under the panels keep the hard truck bed cover rigid while 
reducing weight. The flexible rubber seals, automatic ten point locking system and limited 
metal-on-metal contact all work together to reduce noise and vibration for a quiet ride.
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